


The Techno Race introduce a 
mobile application by means 
of which the participants will 
have to carry out challenges 
and tests to obtain points while
they develop the standard ac-
tivity of the regatta.

This brand new system increa-
ses the customers knowledge, 
the options of team building 
actions and of course, make a 
funny event.



WHAT IS A TEHNO RACE ABOUT?

The guest will be selected in groups between 7 and 9 people and the pro-
fessional skipper will give them a safety briefing and an introduction to the
team building game.

Each boat will be provided an IPAD located by GPS they will see their posi-
tion and the race course area with some icons and some tests to complete.

In order to complete the tests the boat will cross a sort distance from them.

Through the ipads you will also be able to send messages to other boats, 
block an IPAD from a nearby boat temporarily, and many other options.

Each crew must be aware of the other boats and their maneuvers to make 
a good tactical decision. In this type of race the winner will be the most 
points between the tests performed and the final race position.



GAMES 
AVAILABLE

STANDARD DESIGN PERSONALIZED
Designed by Quicksail to generate fun and 
competitiveness.

Custom-designed games for each guest.

Sailing1
Tests, questions and skill challenges related 
to the safety briefing, the race and stan-
dard sailing terms.

Game of Thrones2
Each team will be a Game of Thrones home 
series. The guest will need to know this series 
to overcome the different challenges of 
the game.

Culture3
 All tests are related to science, sports, his-
tory.

Brand or product presentation1
A perfect way to test workers knowledge 
about a new company product or business 
strategy.

Corporate2
Tests and questions about the company, its 
products from the last training given, objec-
tives, values…



IN OTHER WORDS...

The team building techno race sche-
dule is like a standard race and its va-
lue is dded by an iPad game.

Each crew will be able to see their lo-
cation and the different tests, ques-
tions and challenges in the map. To 
access them the boat will be sail close 
to that points.

The customers selects their games to 
hire, one predesigned by Quicksail or 
another designed by the company.

Did you know that...?

All the games guarantee the communication be-
tween crew members. They are focused in team 
building and it’s the best way to make it funny.



PRICES

Standar design 20 € / pax

Personalized game 20 € / pax + 1.000 €

Add to the race price
Vat not included

Included

An Ipad for each boat with insurace

Training and game guide
We can also sent by email in advance

Customizing the app with company corporate  
components

A person in the office in charge of supporting customers
during sailing

like icons, computer names, colors...



TO TAKE INTO ACCOUNT

The skipper are professional and used to sailing with a crew. They teach and give 
some piece of advice to the participants when is appropriate . We promote auto-de-
velopment. 

For the people who suffer from dizziness or even those who have doubts, we advice 
you to take Dramamine pills with caffeine one hour before the departure.

It´s really important to have a good breakfast, above all a solid one.

To move well on a boat, it´s better to wear footwear with flat sole, the sport one turns 
out to be ideal .

Out from the high season it is appropriate to wear hot clothes. Even though the day 
is sunny, on the sea the temperature is much more fresh.

Don´t forget to use sun cream before the departure to enjoy the sailing.

The sea is a natural environment with a huge ecological value. The absolute respect 
is requested.

Please, don´t throw away anything in the water closet not even hygienic paper.

For any doubt, don´t hesitate to ask to the skipper.
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